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Nahuel and the Magic Book
A milestone in the Latin American animated cinema
It’s been many years since Chile premiered an animated feature film of its own making in movie theaters. Fortunately, that is
changing today, thanks to the bets of production companies like Carburadores which have decided to take the jump and bring
their work to the big screen. We talked with German Acuña, Director of "Nahuel and the Magic Book", a 2D animated film close to
coming out.

How was the idea of making an animated feature film born?

Tell us a little about the story, what's "Nahuel and the Magic

Well in my case everything is born from a personal concern.

Book" about?

Since I was very young I’ve been a consumer of animation,

It tells the story of Nahuel, a twelve-year-old boy with a deep

comics, books, videogames, music and in general of any medium

fear of the sea, who lives with his father in a fishing village. The

that opens the door to other worlds. It’s in this fascination
where the drive to create is born. I believe that I always had the
concern to do some kind of significant work and the professional
path that I have forged naturally led me to the position of being
able to undertake this project. The idea of making an animated
feature film formally decanted in 2012, but it had been hanging
around my head for some time. With my partner Seba Ruz we
had formed the production company about five years prior and
we had been working very hard on advertising and on other
projects such as video clips and services for television content.

relationship between the two is quite cold, and Nahuel thinks it’s
because his father, a great fisherman, is disappointed in him.
One day, inside an old house, Nahuel finds a mysterious book of
spells that seems to be the solution to his problem, but what the
boy doesn’t know, is that the book is actually magical and Kalku,
a dark sorcerer, is now behind it. This is the beginning of an
adventure that will make him face his deepest fears and at the
same time understand what’s behind the difficult relationship
with his father.

At the time it seemed to me that we had already formed a solid

This is a film for a family audience that speaks about fears and

artistic team, accumulating enough experience to venture

how important the emotional support of our loved ones for

into a project of this magnitude. Of course, that was only the

overcoming them is. For me it has been a goal from the beginning,

beginning; we had a long road ahead before the point of actually

to create an entertaining film able to capture the attention of

producing.

parents and children alike. Although this is a story that in its most
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immediate reading unfolds elements of adventure and fantasy,

On a technical and artistic level, it has also been a great challenge,

inside there’s a father-son conflict that offers points of interest for

but it’s what we sought. Although it’s our first feature film, we are

both audiences.

very satisfied with the obtained result so far in the production.

Making animated films is undoubtedly a financial, technical
and artistic challenge of great importance, even more so from
a region such as Latin America, which is still developing its
industry. Tell us about that, how has it been for you.
Starting to move the production machine in financial terms was
one of the most important challenges for us, fortunately we have

managed to put together, not only in Chile; we are working
with professionals from different countries such as Peru, Brazil,
Argentina, Colombia, Spain, Uruguay, Mexico, Bolivia and Italy;
which has also signified a great learning in terms of production
processes.

had the support of various funds and state entities in Chile that

Tell us a little bit about the art of the movie. How did you face the

have allowed us to take this first step: Cntv, Cnca, Corfo, Prochile

artistic development?

and also some private actors, such as the animation schools of

The universe of "Nahuel and The Magic Book" is inspired by

the Universidad Mayor and UDLA. Although we are operating with

the Chiloe archipelago, a beautiful place in southern Chile. The

a rather limited budget compared to European standards, we are

interesting thing about this place, beyond its imposing natural

working very hard to reach a comparable artistic level. On the

beauty, is the lifestyle of its inhabitants, which is closely related

other hand we have also understood that co-production is the way

to fishing and agriculture. It’s a place that seems suspended in

forward: today the project is a Chilean-Brazilian co-production

time, where the mythology of the European settlers fused with

(with Red Animation), which allowed us to add not only resources
but also talents and experience. Before production ends we hope to
add Peru as a co-producer country as well. I consider this of great
relevance for the development of the industry in Latin America; we
must continue to promote our cooperation ties between countries
in order to aspire to more ambitious projects each time, while also
seeking to share experiences between producers and professionals.
Co-production is the most effective way towards the development
of the regional industry, and that’s where we should aim, since we
have an important potential as a market, with a common language
in most of the region and a very compatible cultural DNA.

This is a film for a family audience
that speaks about fears and how
important the emotional support of
our loved ones for overcoming them
is. For me it has been a goal from the
beginning, to create an entertaining
film able to capture the attention of
parents and children alike.
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Personally, I am very happy with the artistic team that we have
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On a technical and artistic level, it has also been a great challenge, but it’s
what we sought. Although it’s our first feature film, we are very satisfied
with the obtained result so far in the production.
the indigenous culture, giving way to an incredible amalgam of

In our case, what we try to represent is a universe with certain

great imagination and fantasy. The stories of sorcerers, sirens,

rural and nature elements, so the 2D path for the animation

healers, ghost ships and many others abound. The impressive

and a more pictorial for the backgrounds seemed the right thing

thing about it all is that this mythological layer is very present

to do. We aim to give the product a handmade quality, that the

and alive to this day. Obviously our production rescues many of

drawings come directly from the hands of the artists, without any

these elements without compromising the universal character of

interface other than the pencil. It’s a difficult path but the result

the story; you don’t need to know this background to see the film.
So, on an artistic level, the first thing we did was a research trip

is pure and honest, and in my opinion more lasting. In general, I
think 2D films ages a lot better than 3D films, but that's a personal

with the art team; we spent several days touring the archipelago,

opinion.

generating a fairly extensive and detailed photographic bank of

You mentioned the music, what do you have prepared for this

all these aspects: vegetation, light, architecture, climate, vehicles,

item?

people, food, costumes, fauna, etc. A registry that would later

We are working with a palette of acoustic instruments (mainly

be our primary material for the development of characters and

piano and strings). There’s a lot of wood, supporting this idea of

visual concepts that would define the style. From this work we

craftsmanship, instruments that are played directly with your

also created a set of digital brushes specifically to obtain certain

hands. For the composition, we invited Felicia Morales, Chilean

pictorial results.

cellist and composer with a sensibility that is both pop and

You decided to work in the 2D technique, which until not long
ago was an art on the path to extinction. Today there seems to be
a rebirth or revaluation of this technique.
Yes, for us it has to do with an aesthetic sensibility that we

contemplative at the same time, which are two elements that we
are interested in exploiting. In the musical production is Cristobal
Carvajal, who has worked with bands like Holden (Le Village Vert)
and Gepe (Quemasucabeza).

seek to give the feature film. You know, different techniques

Finally tell us, what projects you have prepared for the future?

and styles obey to different ideas and sensations that you wish

At this moment we are already working on the preproduction of a

to communicate, but the decision also responds to the artistic

second feature film, also 2D, set in the Atacama Desert in 1920, at

domain of the performing team. I suppose it’s comparable to the

the height of the nitrate extraction cycle in Chile. With the tentative

choice of instruments for a musician, it obeys a purpose and

name of “La Veta del Diablo”, it's about Mercedes, a humble 16-year-

sensitivity.

old girl who decides to steal a mysterious piece of gold from the
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what we try to represent is a universe with
certain rural and nature elements, so the 2D
path for the animation and a more pictorial
for the backgrounds seemed the right thing
to do. We aim to give the product a handmade
quality, that the drawings come directly from
the hands of the artists, without any interface
other than the pencil.

6
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owner of the mine, hoping to use it to negotiate the life of her
brother who has gotten into trouble with the real gold owner:
the devil. It’s a story that revisits some concepts of adventure
and fantasy, but this time in a setting that brings us closer to the
western, with protagonists a little older in age which allows us
to push some dramatic and action elements a little further. Our
goal as a production company is also more ambitious, we want to
continue raising the artistic, technical and narrative level, with the
goal of becoming the benchmark for 2D animation cinema in Latin
America. //

Building the legend of
Zeta & Ozz
The new animated series produced in Chile for Cartoon Network
On 2018 Cartoon Network celebrated
25 years in Latin America and only
in the last five they have begun to
produce local content, including three
Brazilian line series and some Mexican
and Argentine shorts. This project
represents the first time this experience
is replicated in Chile.
We’re talking about "The Legend of Zeta
& Ozz", a series made in 2D "tradigital"
animation that mixes comedy and
adventure, and tells the story of two
best friends: an extremely egocentric
fox and an enthusiastic and childish
bear, who share an irrepressible
desire to transform everything into a
challenge, to be idolized and above all,
to have a good time. They travel through
the mega-continent of Luna Dorada,
trying to show that they are the best
at everything and with the great goal
of becoming a legend, although they
inevitably always fail.
This new property, which in this first
stage consists of 10 micro-shorts of 15
seconds each and 10 shorts of 3 minutes
each, is available on all the different
Cartoon Network platforms, including
linear programming for television, its
YouTube channels and the successful
application Cartoon Anything.
In addition to being co-produced with
Cartoon Network LA, the series is an
alliance between three Chilean studios,
each of which have taken over different
parts of the process.
In charge of the executive production is
Punkrobot Studio, winners of the first
and only Latin American Oscar in the
category of Best Animated Short Film, an
award given to them for their short film
"Bear Story" at the 88th ceremony of the
Academy awards, held in 2016.
The general direction of the project has

In addition to being co-produced with Cartoon Network LA, the
series is an alliance between three Chilean studios, each of which
have taken over different parts of the process.

been in the hands of Niño Viejo, a studio
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way gave us a new perspective on the
realization, where we could give value to
the specialty of each collaborator. In Chile
the studios are still rather small, and
the talents are usually separated. In this
case, we supplied together the specific
needs of a project more ambitious than
the local standard, thinking that the
series should work in an international
context. A project like this requires good
stories, good art and animation, as well
as an executive production that knows
how to take the project where it interests
us. This, which together feels solid,
separately would have cost much more
to achieve.

specializing in 2D animation and whose
last short film, made in stop-motion,
"Sing with meaning: a biography of
Violeta Parra" was the winner of the 2018
Quirino award for Best Ibero-American
Commissioned animation.
Finally the project’s original idea, the
creative direction and script writing
are a contribution of Typpo Creative
Lab, a local studio with extensive
experience providing services of content
development and screenwriting for all
types of formats in Latin America, Asia
and Europe.

expected was that it was Pato himself

On 2016 we had done a couple of episodes

How did this Project begin?

the interested one, and so Typpo and

looking for the tone and style that we

"We were interested in telling a story that

Punkrobot partnered to bring this idea

imagined; this allowed us to anticipate

played with the limits of irreverence and

forward.

many challenges that arise in production.

what is considered politically incorrect,

However, the previous experience of

that still retained an adequate focus for
the audience between 7 and 11 years old
and that had the friendly relationship of

3D animation, so together they decided
to integrate a director with the vision

were clear about what we were facing;
we improved the configuration of the
team and the workflow, so that the
efforts were seen on the screen, we

the main characters as a fundamental

and skills needed to shape a series in 2D

pillar. 'The Legend of Zeta & Ozz' is a

animation with international quality.

provocative series but with heart, and

This way, Leo Beltrán from Niño Viejo

in that sense we found its natural

was incorporated, and together the

home in Cartoon Network", comments

three studios managed to obtain state

Bambú Orellana, creative director and

funds, both from the National Council

sceentwriter of the series.

In that sense, the human team chosen

for Culture and the Arts and from CORFO,

to develop the animation was the final

for the development phase of the series,

muscle that sealed the ideas with talent",

thus giving the project a completely new

comments Leo Beltrán, general director

shape.

of the series.

Legend of Zeta & Ozz", asked Pato Escala

How was the creative team set up?

The next step was to present the project

from Punkrobot Studio to help him find

"Although we had previous experience

in the MIFA Pitches, in the context of the

an international studio interested in

doing series with different formats and

International Animation Film Festival of

producing the project. What Bambú never

audiences, working as a team in this

Annecy in 2015, where "The Legend of

It all began in the year 2012 when Bambú
Orellana, with an original idea that
served as a kickoff for what became "The

8

Punkrobot Studio was always linked to

Now that we work this first season, we
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still have to improve, but we had the
opportunity to think, not only about
the production pipeline, but also in
the characters and in the humor that
they transmit through the technique.

In Chile there is great creative and artistic talent, and
there are many eager to produce, which has driven
the development of an industry that is still emerging
but, with the necessary support, it will be on its track
to consolidate on the short term.

Zeta & Ozz" was awarded the Disney prize for best
series project for TV.
This award was essential to put the project on the
map. It opened the door to start conversations
with Cartoon Network LA and finally in 2017, in
the context of MIPJUNIOR, we announced the coproduction agreement to make these first episodes.
How was the link with Cartoon Network Latin
America generated for the co-production of the
project?
"In Chile there is great creative and artistic talent,
and there are many eager to produce, which has
driven the development of an industry that is still
emerging but, with the necessary support, it will
be on its track to consolidate on the short term. I
think Cartoon Network has seen the potential in
the region and is betting on local talent for the
development of new projects. In our case, it has
been an incredible experience because they became
one of the team, creatively supporting and guiding
us with the professional experience they have.
This support has been of great relevance, not only
for the project but also for the Chilean animation
industry in general", comments Pato Escala,
executive producer of the series.
The series, recently completed after 7 months
of production, will be released on the different
Cartoon Network platforms in the second semester
of 2018.
What does the future hold for “The Legend of Zeta
& Ozz”?
"Narratively speaking, 'The Legend of Zeta & Ozz'
is a project which, thanks to the configuration
of its characters and its broad universe, has the
potential to expand to at least one full season of
multiple episodes with longer duration. By building
the stories directly from the personality of the
characters, there are still countless adventures to
tell", Bambú Orellana explains.
Pato Escala also comments on the processes to
come: "The project is a great challenge for us and
we are extremely grateful for the support that
Cartoon Network LA has given us until now. We
hope the next step is to produce a full season
with episodes of greater length that can open the
doors to introduce us in other regions, but in the
meantime we are enjoying the present". //
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Petit
The little big bet from Pajaro
The production company Pajaro has been doing children animated content for more than a decade. Series such as "Clarita", "Hostal
Morrison" or "Cocoroco" came to the Chilean screens with the help of Bernardita Ojeda, its director and principal voice. Today Berni
(as she’s colloquially known) tells us a little more about "Petit", her new children's series, whose artistic level undoubtedly shows
that all these years producing children's content have not passed in vain.
Tell us about petit. Where does the idea

in Pajaro we are constantly looking for

come from?

projects that have their origin in this

"Petit" is based on the book "Petit, el

discipline. I met Isol a few years ago

monstruo" by Isol, one of the most

and we had a lot of affinity. I really like

recognized Latin American illustrators

her work because she’s unprejudiced,

in the world, winner of the Astrid

stubborn, unconventional and has a

Lindgren Memorial Award, considered

great sensitivity to observe children

the Nobel Prize of children's literature.

and propose challenging stories. She

I come from the illustration world and

considers them, she respects them and

she admires them.
"Isol is on the children’s side, seeing the
world through their eyes and exposing
the absurdities of the adult world. Her
stories are full of humor and surprising
twists, occasionally philosophical and
always subtle". Astrid Lindgren Memorial
Award.
Isol’s book is about Petit, a small child
who is discovering the world and who is
not clear about why some things seem to
be good and others, wrong. It talks about
relativity, about the internal dualities
that we all have.
The challenge was to take Petit’s spirit,
his curiosity, his unique point of view
to interpret what surrounds him,
his humor and energy, and to create
around him a world that would allow
us to produce endless stories which
combine questions and everyday things
that happen to children that age. We
formed a creative team that included
Isol, screenwriter Fernando Salem and
content consultant Aldana Duhalde,
and we worked for a year looking for
children's stories, common doubts,
literal interpretations which lead
them to make mistakes, criticisms
they have about adults, etc. The result
was a series that presents with a lot of
delicacy and humor, the vision of an
ingenious and original child... like all
children.
Petit always breaks the mold. From
an everyday event such as swimming
lessons, the discovery of the missing link,
the desire to go to the amusement park or
simply the bite of a bug, Petit unleashes
an adventure full of humor in which he
questions the established finding his own
unique response.

10
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We know that petit is a co-production.
How has that process been for you?
"Petit" is a co-production between
three Latin American countries: Pajaro
financed by the fund of the National
Television Council of Chile, Paka Paka
Channel and Non Stop from Argentina,
and Señal Colombia. After 10 years
of producing series within Chile, in
2013 we realized that in order to grow
in quality and diffusion we had to

other screens, diffusion and financing.
The novelty with "Petit" was that part of
the series was developed in Argentina.
At first we considered it a complexity to
make the script, the voices, the music
and the audio post in another country;
we felt that we would lose control. But
little by little we formed a team with
them, we were able to direct from here,
taking advantage of the benefits of
working with an industry that has a

internationalize our work. Our first

lot of experience in certain areas. The

co-production experience was "Hostal

biggest example was with the voices.

Morrison" (2013), a co-production with

Non Stop is a production company that

Canal Paka Paka. That experience

has been doing most of the dubbing

showed us the benefits of accessing

for Disney in Latin America for many

years, working with them allowed us to
work with a voices director and talents
with a lot of experience to obtain an
expressive and neutral dub at the same
time.
Another important issue is that the coproduction with Argentina and Colombia
will provide us with a screen presence
that we do not have in Chile. Paka
Paka and Señal Colombia are channels
characterized by programming their
series with great diffusion and care. It is
currently broadcasted in Argentina from
Monday to Sunday several times a day,
and we are waiting for the premiere at
Señal Colombia.
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What were the main challenges in
making this series?
In addition to the aforementioned, I
believe that one of the biggest challenges
of the series was to develop an animation
technique that would allow the Isol
graphics to be preserved. Colors separated
from the lines, nervous and vivid strokes,
and imperfect figures. This aesthetic is
an essential element so that Petit's world
is constituted as a unique place, where
there are no limits for the color or the
imagination.
What are your expectations?
We have many expectations because
"Petit" has had a very good reception
from children, and also from the
international industry. We are about to
close a distribution deal with a European
distributor which makes us very happy
and excited for the series to reach many
countries.
Have you considered more seasons?
Where are you on that?
Yes. We are managing a second season
that we hope to start developing this year.
In order to do this, we hope to obtain the
CNTV Chilean fund once again and renew
the contribution of our partners and / or
add other co-producers.
What other projects do you have
prepared?
Our idea is to continue developing series
and also open ourselves to short films.
At this moment we are working on a
new development portfolio for preschool and Kids, and we have a project in
development together with Zumbastico
Studios that we are very excited about.
It’s "Chanchiperri and the League of
Villainy", a series that emerged from the
series Zumbastico Fantastico in which we
worked together a few years ago and was
released by Cartoon Network. //

12
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We have many expectations because "Petit" has had a
very good reception from children, and also from the
international industry.

Hit hard ¡Hara!
Marmota Studio’s master hit
"Hit hard Hara!" is the first series destined for Television and
other platforms from Marmota studio, a studio which previously
focused on web series for YouTube mainly. This 10 episode series
of 7 minutes each was originally designed for the Marmota
Youtube channel, but during the development the team decided
to bet on the potential of the product and expand into a television
format.
Martín Latorre, Marmota's partner, tells us: "We chose an action
series because it has always been the genre that we liked the most.
Due to budget and technical issues, we had to direct our projects
towards comedy, but now that we have the resources, we were
finally able to capture something of action, without leaving aside
the comedy, which is what our audience recognizes us for. We
always take into account what they want or like, but the important
thing, and the most sincere we can do, is to create what we deem
appropriate for the project we are developing. The comments are
taken as feedback to improve and to communicate constantly with
the community."

The protagonist, Hara, is the only girl fighter in a continent of
muscular and brutal men. Hara is the only woman left after the
death of her grandmother, so she undertakes a trip with her
adoptive brother Tesu, to face King Akiles, who dominates this
world.
This is Marmota’s first action series, with intentions to create a
product that feels Latin American without losing international
appeal, taking references from elements like the Dragon Ball
series to pre-Columbian art of the highlands. In the series
everything is solved through force, which ends up being the main
means of communication between characters. Due to this, Hara
and Tesu are discriminated in this world, since they do not meet
the manly standard of this continent (muscular, strong, gross).
In this world, if you're not strong and you don’t fight well, you're
nobody. Hara must overcome men at their own game, which
leads her down a rough path, and sometimes makes her ignore
her loved ones. //
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Lunes production company
Three screenwriters opening their way in animation
We talked with Jose Navarro, one of the three musketeers behind Lunes, a Chilean animation production company specializing in
content development.

We know that from the beginning there were three partners that

out quickly due to our poor financial management, we managed to

gave life to Lunes, and it’s evident that beyond the professional

produce a model of the 3D animation project and taking advantage

relationship you are friends. Tell us, how did you meet and how

of the momentum and novelty of animation around those years,

was Lunes born?

we decided to transform the vagabonds’ sitcom into an animated

We met in a script postgraduate in 2007. Within the course we

series for adults in the South Park vibe. We earned resources to

were the disorderly ones and, voluntarily and as an extra credit,

develop it and we ended up producing a full season and a feature

we decided to take a "post postgraduate", during the nights and

film on the way. That impulse led us to continue developing our

after school, in a friend’s bar that unfortunately no longer exists.

own animated content, bumping through the learning process of

We spent time there talking about movies, TV series, music and

the animation production model. We are still no experts and we

soccer. We had similar tastes and perpetual thirst, so we ended up
becoming good friends. Back then we didn’t have the slightest idea
of animation and it was something we never planned on doing.
Once the script postgraduate finished, José wanted to establish a
production company taking advantage of an interest-free magic
loan with which we could subsist for half a year. In the mid of

14

are still erring, but with those mistakes we were able to raise the
production company to become a recognized animation studio
in Chile and abroad. We have closed a couple of co-production
agreements with Brazilian studios with the aim of exporting our
contents to that country, including the piñatas project. In the
end, our first two ideas allowed us to pay the loan and set up the

2008 we had our first office in an abandoned house that was going

content studio we are today.

to be demolished in a few months to build buildings, so the lease

How have you developed the internationalization of the

was cheap and we could do what we wanted. There we developed

production company?

two ideas that failed. One was a live action sitcom about a group

During all these years we have seen how the animation market

of vagabonds under a bridge and the other was the first Latin

has grown at great speed in Chile and Latin America. There

American animation movie in 3D (we are talking about the year

are more and more animation studios offering production and

2008-2009) about a group of piñatas. With the loan funds running

postproduction services, but within that market we realized
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that there were no studios dedicated 100% to the first stage of

Are you defined as a content or animation production company,

every project: the creation of ideas and content. Being three

or both?

writers who don’t know how to use any animation programs

We have been on both sides, but lately we have focused on

and can barely draw on paper, we decided to position ourselves

the generation of content, since we have been very successful

as a studio specializing in the creation and development of

with our ideas, nationally and internationally, they have been

projects from the initial idea, through the character design,

selected in festivals and markets around the world, such as

scripts and creative direction, up to the promotional teaser.

Ventana Animation! (Argentina), Chilemonos/Cartoon Network (2

With that, we go out to look for international partners to raise

consecutive years), BTG (Spain), Ottawa (Canada), and now with

financing to produce and distribute the projects in markets

2 very different projects in Annecy/MIFA (France). We are really

larger than ours. Our goal today is to enter the Brazilian

enjoying that emotion of starting a new project, weird, different,

market and expand our offer to the videogame industry and

and having the freedom to try new things. Children's projects, for

transmedia narratives.

adults, short films, web series, musicals, if the idea is good, we try

You have worked with different artists, animators and other
production companies. How do the creative and artistic parts

not to question the format or the target: "it was thought and made,
no questions asked".

interact?

You have made three projects with Fábula, a production

We always like to look for artists, and the previous works are

company that recently won the Oscar for best foreign language

fundamental at the time of choosing them. There are very good

film for A fantastic woman. What do you look for in a partner

illustrators in Chile and Latin America, but the main thing is that

when co-producing?

we have good vibes with the people, it’s useless to do what you like

As a studio our focus is on generating original content. The

if you’re not doing it with the people you like. Sometimes we have

stage of development and pre-production is where, we believe,

failed, other times we have worked with talented people for over

is our strong point. The origin of the idea, the development of

5 years. But you always have to risk finding someone new and

the world and its characters, the aesthetic-technical search

strengthen the sub-companies with those you already know.

and the stories of the episodes is where we concentrate our

The creative control depends on each project; there are more

energies. Production and distribution are areas that we manage

personal ones in which you don’t even compromise the character's

and that we have had to execute, but we are sure that there are

hair color and others in which you have to give everything up for

companies with more experience and volume to oversee that

the wellbeing of the project.

part of the process. With Fábula, for instance, we are certain
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As a studio our focus
is on generating
original content. The
stage of development
and pre-production
is where, we believe,
is our strong point.
The origin of the idea,
the development
of the world and
its characters, the
aesthetic-technical
search and the stories
of the episodes is
where we concentrate
our energies.

that they will do an excellent job selling the Homeless movie.

be in the Chilemonos competition and in June it will make its

With Hype Animation Studio, our Brazilian partner, the idea is

international premiere at Annecy, the most important animation

to give them the production of the 3d animation for our feature

festival in the world.

film Piñata Fiesta! With Boutique Films, another giant from
Brazil, we not only want them to take care of the production but
also the distribution of our Raffi preschool series. We try for our
allies to cover stages of production that serve to give a plus to the
project and that allow us to achieve higher production volumes
to access larger markets.
This year Lunes is selected in the short film competition of the
Annecy Festival with Waldo`s Dream, a raw satire of Walt Disney,
and in the mifa pitch with two projects. How has the execution

16

In addition, in Annecy pitch, we were selected with 2 series
projects. It’s a very important instance in terms of exposure for the
projects and also for us as a studio. The two projects, “Tom” and
“My sisters”, are two very different series, in terms of aesthetics,
target and content. Both projects were creditors of CORFO 2017 for
its development.
What projects is Lunes currently working on?
At this moment we are starting the post production of our feature

of these projects been?

film Homeless and a short film called Asilo Esperanza. We have

Waldo’s Dream is a spin - off of one of the characters from our

just closed the production of a children's web series, we are in

movie Homeless (in postproduction). The short film deals with a

the pre-production of a 3D movie called Piñata Fiesta! And we are

very contingent theme and it has achieved an incredible reception,

currently developing 2 feature films, 3 series for Kids audience, 2 for

both in festivals and with the audience. In May the short will

preschool and 2 new feature films. Lunes doesn’t stop! //
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Papelnautas
New from Zumbástico Studios
"Papelnautas" is a mini-series that was born from an activity that Discovery Kids made with children, where they created the
characters. These characters were then adapted by the Zumbástico team, with the intention of stimulating the imaginary of
libraries and books in an audience that has just begun to read and connect with that narrative world.

"Papelnautas" is your second papermotion series. How has the
experience of working with this innovative technique been?
The paper motion marks a before and after in our studio. And I
think it's something that we realized once we had finished the
first season of Paper Port. That the technique was recognized
as an entity beyond the series, allowed us to think that this
aesthetic-technical amalgam that we had developed could
be the basis for other projects. The Papelnautas was the first
confirmation of that.
How do you face the limitations and opportunities that this
technique offers?
The limitations are in fact opportunities. Opportunities to explore,
to find original solutions. And we are still exploring that space of
possibilities. For example in "Papelnautas" it was the integration
of 3D in the process to integrate new capabilities to the staging.
Of those challenges, of those "limitations", is where we learn the
most from.
How has the experience of training animators for this particular
technique been?

skills in different techniques and formats. And somehow this
mode of animation that we have developed has elements that
have origin and reference in different techniques. The spatialityvolumetry of 3D, the rhythm and trickery of 2D and -of coursethe stop motion methodology. Therefore, each animator who is
trained in the technique -and has the interest to deepen it- has
a point of entry from which to anchor his or her knowledge and
explore from there. So, I could say that it is a very rich experience,
where mutual learning takes place, from the experience of
the animator and the knowledge we have acquired from the
technique so far.
Considering the digital post, what artistic resources allow you to
maintain the handmade look of the series?
In that sense, materiality has been a key. Its resistance and
malleability makes it dynamic and alive during the animation
process. And in that sense, it never behaves in the same way,
although the methodology wants to control and contain it
constantly. This is how chance is transformed, possibly, into the
main ingredient of the technique. //

To the Zumbastico team have arrived animators with particular
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Sol in the city
A nice animated feature for adults
Ministudio is a small but outstanding Chilean production company whose strength lies mainly in 2D animation. We spoke with
Julio Pot, partner and director, so that he can tell us a little about how they are facing their new great challenge: The development
of their first animated feature length film, called “Sol in the city”.

What led you to face this project?

represented on the screen by the animation technique. It is an

With Cecilia we have many projects, for children and other

invitation to empathize with the person next door, to put yourself

audiences. When we were successful with our short film "The

in the shoes of others. To see and feel other people's fears, in order

Gift", we welcomed the arrival of adult themes, universal, without

to face your own.

race or creed. That's why in 2013 we decided to face the challenge
of writing our first animated feature film script not meant for
children audiences: a love story called "Sol in the city". Around
that time we were just starting to write scripts, and although we
already knew about it (reading, correcting others' scripts, and
making storyboards) it was the first time we started from scratch,
and with our own story.

18

Is the script absolutely yours or do you have another
screenwriter? How was the writing process? Did the story change
a lot in the production process?
The script is completely ours, from beginning to end. We had
written scripts before, but based on ideas or books from others.
This time, it was much harder. We did a lot of research, and
we had a lot of advisors: Daniel Tubau (Spain), Francisco Lopez

What is “Sol in the city” about? Where does the story take

Sacha (Cuba) and Joe Hepworth (UK). These days we are revising

place?

the script with screenwriter Andrea Cordones. To date, we have

"Sol in the city" is about love, the phobias and fears in a big

written at least six versions. The most drastic change was in the

city, like any other in the world. It tells the story of Noe, an

year 2014, when I took it to the film school of San Antonio de los

extremely shy man who lives in the center of a huge city he

Baños in Cuba. For six weeks I disarmed it into pieces, and put it

can barely stand. It all begins when he meets Sol, his neighbor

back together, finally understanding where the story was going.

who suffers from agoraphobia (panic to leave her house). Noe

During that script course I managed to write the synopsis which

tries to take her outside to have company, meanwhile Sol tries

explained clearly to those who read it why this story had to be told.

to live a life enclosed in her apartment, disconnected from the

Thanks to that consultancy, we were able to obtain financing for

big city.

the preproduction of the film in 2016.

What’s the project’s most interesting hook?

What stage of production are you in, and how many members

Phobias are becoming more common, but very few people talk

constitute the current team?

about it. We all suffer from some phobia or fear, and most of us do

We are in preproduction. Our team is no more than five people.

not know how to deal with them. In return, society hides them and

These days, we are looking for animators and artists for when we

"normalizes" them. In our film the audience will see those fears

definitely have to enlarge the team.
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How has your experience been in developing a full-length film
while keeping production at a manageable scale for ministudio?
It’s been a good experience. The only way to cover such a large
project is simply to take one step at a time. Since we started
preproduction it has always been a very manageable project.
I think it's because the script has a solid base and our team is
constituted by "storytellers", not technicians who know this or
that software. With this kind of people, we know that we can
take safe steps. Apart from that, three of us already worked on a
feature film and we have an idea of what happens in projects of

In our film the audience will see those fears
represented on the screen by the animation
technique. It is an invitation to empathize
with the person next door, to put yourself
in the shoes of others. To see and feel other
people's fears, in order to face your own.

this magnitude. That gives us confidence and tranquility. //
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Guitar and Drum
Interview with the series directors: María Elisa Soto-Aguilar and Antonia
Herrera, members of Punkrobot

What is Guitar and Drum’s main hook?

which doesn’t give too much space for

Why make a preschool musical series?

What distinguishes it from other

humor, and with this project we wanted

Where does that motivation come from?

preschool products?

to give it a spin.

Even though the characters are musical

I believe the series’ main attraction is in
its characters. The two protagonists have
distinctive personalities; they are fun and
charismatic, each one in their particular
style. The songs are also an important

20

We were interested in creating a series
with an original look that would
break away from the typical preschool
designs. We thought carefully about

instruments and there are several
episodes that contain songs, we don’t
define the series as a "musical series",
because that’s not the topic it deals with;
the music is a tool to present the real

hook for children, I think seeing the

the characters and backgrounds

protagonists sing and dance will be their

design, how they move, what’s the

favorite moments. The use of humor is

logic of this world. In the end we

being made in the world today, but

something that distinguishes “Guitar

arrived at a two-dimensional flat

this basically responds to commercial

and Drum” from other preschool series;

design, without exaggerated camera

aspects. It’s not that this audience

it’s recurrent for series aimed at this age

movements or big scenarios. It‘s a 2D

doesn’t exist, doesn’t consume television

group to have a more didactic approach,

series but it‘s made in 3D.

or doesn’t have special requirements
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theme, which is diversity. There’s a lot
of talk about less pre-school content

that justify creating content for them.
On the contrary, children this age
watch television, and the truth is that
they have certain needs that are very
important to consider when creating
or offering content to them, since
they are a segment more sensitive to
inappropriate content. In the same
way we did our first project 10 years
ago (a preschool series named Flipos),
the motivation comes from the desire
to contribute to their social, emotional
and /or cognitive development, because
we feel we have a responsibility as
creators, especially when this segment
is left aside because it’s supposedly
less lucrative. In the case of “Guitar
and Drum”, it seems relevant for us to
familiarize children with issues of selfesteem, diversity and empathy.
In a simple and straightforward way,
each episode deals with a different topic,
developing respect for others. We are
all different, and we have to celebrate
those differences and see how we can
contribute to our surroundings and to
build a better place.
What experiences of working with a
minimalist 3D animation style can you
highlight?
The series aesthetics is a challenge
because with few elements we must
represent what we want, communicate
and create an attractive world that
catches the attention of children. We
set the "legibility" of the episode as a
priority, so we chose to dispense the
excessive "adornments" and focus on
the fundamental. This forces us to think
very thoroughly about the elements we
decide to include in each scenario in
terms of shapes, colors, proportions,
etc. and to be more careful in general
because any error or untidiness in
the animation or rendering is more

The series aesthetics is a challenge because with few
elements we must represent what we want, communicate
and create an attractive world that catches the attention of
children. We set the "legibility" of the episode as a priority,
so we chose to dispense the excessive "adornments" and
focus on the fundamental.

noticeable.
Originally the series was going to be 2D

target audience.

projects, but it doesn’t mean big changes
in terms of production: the work is done

so we wanted to keep some aspects of

How did the Oscar affect your growth

this technique and mix them with 3D.

as a Studio and the production of new

We are very happy with the result of

properties such as Guitar and Drum?

and effort as always. Any recognition

this search; we arrived at an original

Undoubtedly the Oscar gave the Studio

is an endorsement that generates

style, which looks fresh and which

notoriety, which helps create more

confidence in a possible co-producer,

we believe is very appropriate for the

contacts and that’s always good for the

distributor or channel. //

with the same dedication, motivation
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The fantastic travels of Ruka
The Chilean-Colombian series that sails firmly through the international industry
“The fantastic travels of Ruka" is a children's series co-

and in Colombia with the Institute of Marine and Coastal Research. "They

produced between Chile and Colombia, which premiered

help us gather basic information, which species are of interest from the

on Chilean screens the past April 7th on TVN. This project

scientific point of view, ensuring scientific supervision and validation of the

is born on the eaves of GVG Productions, winner of the

contents.”

CNTV fund for its production; it also won the co-production
market of Señal Colombia and has contributions from the
Ciencia & Vida Foundation and the Millennium Institute of
Oceanography. Julian Rosenblatt is the director, with the
executive production of Pablo Rosenblatt and the General
Production of Pablo Christiny.
Ruka is a boy of about 7 years old who travels to the depths
of the oceans in search of answers to his curious questions.
Together with his companion Nuna, a magical sea turtle,
they travel the seas of the Pacific discovering amazing
creatures and living great adventures.
The series has 13 episodes and each one is 13 minutes
long, it opens in June in Colombia. "At this moment we
are focused on delivering the show to Colombia, where we
hope to achieve the same good reception that we obtained
in Chile. We are also about to launch content on other
platforms." Two videogames and a collection of illustrated
stories are currently under development. "What we are
doing is taking advantage of all the effort and material we
have in order to explore and cover all the platforms we can.
We want to be where the children are."
In this new stage, the task seems to be entering the big
leagues. This is why the team is working on strategies to
allow Ruka’s internationalization to the rest of the region,
expanding the possibilities of the project. Which is why
they are already working in the search for funding the
production of its second season, which already applied to
the new seasons fund granted by the National Television
Council of Chile and again to the co-production market of
Señal Colombia; both applications were made in March of
this year.
"What interests us at this moment is to find new
co-producers that will allow us to develop the second
season." Its strategy aims at Latin American channels
of the Atlantic coast, looking for partners in Brazil
and Argentina as well as in North America, especially
Canada. "The challenge is to get from 26 to 52 episodes,
which would allow us to talk about an entrance to
the international industry, in distribution, sales and
positioning," says Julián.
For the development of this first season they have
partnered with scientific entities linked to marine research.
In Chile, with the Millennium Institute of Oceanography
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The same is hoped for the strategy to develop future seasons, to associate
with scientific entities and regional channels that contribute to the cofinancing of the production.
"We are interested in having more space in open TV for children's content,
in Chile we are in debt to that," says the director of "The Fantastic Travels
of Ruka", a series which is part of the wave of Chilean productions that
are making their way in the international industry, demonstrating all the
potential that exists in the region and that seeks a permanent place in the
most important platforms of exhibition for this type of contents. //

Sing with meaning
A biography of Violeta Parra
Reviewing the milestones that build her as a person and artist, this Stop motion animated biography gives us a glance into the
story of Violeta Parra, the woman who rescued the folklore of a country that forgets.

The documentary short film, directed by Leonardo Beltrán and

art is notorious; the production worked with a community of

made by the studios Plastivida and Niño Viejo, which came together

embroiderers to produce the images made with that technique and

in this production, portrays in 22 stop motion animated minutes

all the narration is presented in a verse close to the Tenths (popular

the most significant moments of the 49 years of the Chilean singer-

Chilean verse) in the voice of experienced actor Mario Lorca.

songwriter and plastic artist Violeta Parra; it is a museum work
turned into a short film that commemorates the centenary of the
artist.

The short film has an important pillar in the investigation to
support the real facts, from the narration, a process in which
the director Claudia Huaiquimilla (Mala Junta Film) and the

Approaching a commissioned biography of such multi-faceted

screenwriter Pablo Greene contributed, to the art direction which

artist was the greatest challenge for the filmmakers, especially for

puts special care in the period costumes of the more than 50

the art direction oversaw by Cecilia Toro (Plastivida Studio), who

characters that appear in approximately 30 scenarios.

received the commission from Violeta Parra’s Casa Natal Museum

The production, made in 10 months, is an important contribution

to create an audiovisual work aimed at all audiences which told

to the scarce audiovisual record that exists about the artist,

the complete life of the folklorist.

becoming a key piece to reconstruct the cultural memory of Chile

The stop motion technique seems ideal to represent the life story of

and Latin America.

this artist who during her life sought out, through the formal arts

In May 2018 the short film celebrates two years since its premiere

such as music, poetry or painting, to portray the wild, the authentic

and closes a successful cycle of exhibitions, starting at the

and the natural of people, becoming the international exponent

Chilemonos Festival, going through the international premiere at

with more knowledge about the Chilean culture. The short film

La Maison de L'Amerique Latine in Paris, being the opening film of

establishes a dialog with the aforementioned artist’s search by

the Valdivia Film Festival, having a television broadcast to all Chile,

animating embroidery and using real materials in scenarios

winning the Pedro Sienna prize and finally obtaining the Quirino

loaded with atmosphere. The attention in representing popular

Prize for Best Ibero-American Commissioned animation. //
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Papelucho
A Chilean classic hits TV
Papelucho is an eight year old boy who lives adventures that come out of his creative imagination. This is what Marcela Paz
conceived more than 60 years ago, she’s the creator of this character and author of a series of children's books starring this beloved
character. Today Papelucho returns to lead his adventures, this time in the format of an animated series. Simón Barrionuevos,
director of the WildBunch studio, tells us what’s behind this production, which appeals to nostalgia but also seeks to bring new
generations close to this classic of Chilean children's literature.

Where does the motivation to create Papelucho come from?

Basically, the surroundings. All the Papelucho books take place in

We wanted to do a family series that could have a dynamic

the middle of the last century, therefore there are many things

narration like Loud House. In addition, we happened to have the

that exist today that are not present in the books. On the other

opportunity of working with Marcela Paz’s daughter, and at the

hand, there is a thing with the characters, La Ji, for example, which

time of knowing her and realizing that no one was carrying out

appears around the fifth book, is always present in the series. It’s

the project, it was clear that we had to suggest it and try to move it

an important part in the generation of stories.

forward.
How was the experience of working with such an important IP
for the Chilean audience?
Being such a well-known IP, we know that everyone will want
to give their opinion when the series is finished and on the air,
which is why we have put a lot of effort into creating something
with a good standard and that above all respects the essence of the
character. We dedicated a lot of time creating the universe of the
series, the rules and characteristics that were predominant in the
characters, so that there was a sustained coherence throughout the
episodes.
What aspects of Papelucho had to be modernized?
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How do you think Papelucho aims to convert from a beloved
Chilean property to an international product?
We have used universal elements in the series, like the type of
drawing in the backgrounds, the characters, the color palettes
or the way we are narrating. We hope that the series fulfills a
modern narrative and look that can attract the attention of any
child anywhere in the world. The series is about a child who
lives funny adventures with his younger sister, and within the
relationship between them there are several common spaces that
any siblings relationship has, so we hope that the series is not seen
as something local, but rather the common elements can be well
received anywhere in the world. //

